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Abstract. The accurate determination of burn depth is critical in the clinical management of burn wounds. Polarization-sensitive optical coherence tomography (PS-OCT) has been proposed as a potentially non-invasive method
for determining burn depth by measuring thermally induced changes in the structure and birefringence of skin, and
has been investigated in pre-clinical burn studies with animal models and ex vivo human skin. In this study, we
applied PS-OCT to the in-vivo imaging of two pediatric burn patients. Deep and superficial burned skins along with
contralateral controls were imaged in 3D. The imaging size was 8 mm × 6 mm × 2 mm in width, length, and depth
in the air respectively, and the imaging time was approximately 6 s per volume. Superficially burned skins exhibited
the same layered structure as the contralateral controls, but more visible vasculature and reduced birefringence
compared to the contralateral controls. In contrast, a deeply burned skin showed loss of the layered structure,
almost absent vasculature, and smaller birefringence compared to superficial burns. This study suggested the
vasculature and birefringence as parameters for characterizing burn wounds. © 2012 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers (SPIE). [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.17.6.066012]
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Introduction

Evaluating the depth of burn injuries at the earliest stage is
critical for treatment planning and is a major determinant of
long term prognosis.1,2 Mild, superficial burns will heal spontaneously within 2 weeks, but deep burns require active intervention through methods such as skin grafting to promote healing
and avoid scar formation. Burn wounds are usually evaluated by
visual assessment, the accuracy of which is heavily dependent
on the surgeon’s expertise. An objective, non-invasive, quantitative method to determine burn depth would significantly
impact patient care, particularly in environments where patients
lack access to experienced surgeons.
Many methods have been developed for the quantitative evaluation of burn wounds, including biopsy and histopathology,3,4
laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) and perfusion imaging,5–10 ultrasound imaging,11–13 fluorescence imaging,14 thermography,15
reflectance and multispectral imaging,16,17 magnetic resonance
imaging,18,19 and polarization-sensitive optical coherence tomography (PS-OCT).20,21 LDF measures changes of perfusion in
burn wounds over time, and it is known that burns with different
severity show different patterns of perfusion change. LDF has
been proved to provide useful information for burn depth
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evaluation in clinical studies.1 LDF is sensitive to various
wound conditions such as tissue thickness, presence of edema
etc., because it is not a 3D imaging technique.
PS-OCT is also promising due to its ability to provide 3D
information on tissue microstructure and birefringence in a
non-invasive fashion, to the depth approaching a few millimeters beneath the tissue surface. Birefringence is a useful parameter for the evaluation of burn injury. The dermal layer of skin
is composed of extra-cellular matrix (ECM) containing collagen
and elastin. Collagen fibers of dermis exhibit strong birefringence due to their characteristic molecular structure and highly
ordered arrangement. Upon heating, collagen undergoes a transition from a rod-like alpha helix to a random-coil conformation,
resulting in decrease of the native birefringence. This decrease
in birefringence due to burn damage was quantified using
PS-OCT imaging and correlated to histopathology in the studies
of an in vivo animal model20 and ex vivo human skin.21 Further,
multi-functional OCT imaging can provide Doppler flow
information as well.22
In this study, we extended these earlier PS-OCT burn studies
by imaging human burn patients in vivo. We conducted 3D
PS-OCT imaging at superficial and severe burn sites along
with contralateral control sites. These burn sites were characterized in terms of tissue structure including vasculature and tissue
birefringence.
0091-3286/2012/$25.00 © 2012 SPIE
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2
2.1

Material and Methods
Imaging System

We used a spectral domain PS-OCT system, which was
described previously in the literature.22 In brief, the system
uses a broadband super-luminescent diode (SLD) with 1320 nm
center wavelength and 68 nm bandwidth as a light source, and
a polarization modulator in the source arm. The polarization
modulator ensured that light in two different polarization states,
separated by 90 deg in the Poincare sphere, was incident on the
tissue at alternate depth-scans. Conventional OCT intensity
images were obtained from the magnitude of backscattered
light in each depth scan, with tissue birefringence obtained
by analyzing the polarization states of light returning from tissue
at the two adjacent depth-scans acquired with different incident
polarization states. The imaging speed was 18.5 k depth-scans∕s,
and the imaging depth was 2 mm in the air with an SNR of
approximately 50 dB at the sample surface and 8 dB sensitivity
drop-off over this range. Patients were imaged using a custommade hand-held probe composed of a fiber optic collimator, an
x-y scanner, and a lens. This probe had an optical window at the
intended working distance in order to maintain the tissue surface
close to the zero optical path length difference, and the probe
window touched the specimen during imaging. This window
was slanted at 8 deg to the normal of incident beam direction
in order to avoid collecting strong specular reflection of incident
beam from the window surface. During the imaging procedure,
both OCT intensity and polarization-sensitive (PS) images were
displayed in real time on the computer screen. PS images
were displayed as the accumulated phase retardation relative
to the tissue surface, using a gray scale ranging from black
(0 deg) to white (180 deg).

2.2

Patient Imaging

The study protocol was approved by the Institutional Review
Board (IRB) of Massachusetts General Hospital. The PS-OCT
system was brought to the operating room or patient room, with
patients imaged on the same day as their scheduled clinical evaluation. The hand-held probe (Fig. 1) was covered with a sterile
plastic bag, and gently placed onto the skin during imaging. 100
cross-sectional images (in the x-z plane), composed of 1024
depth-scans per image, were acquired with a stepwise increment
in the y direction between frames, comprising a 3D image
volume covering 8 mm × 6 mm × 2 mm in width (x), length
(y), and depth (z) in the air respectively. The imaging time
was approximately 6 s per site. Multiple burn sites and their

Fig. 1 Burn imaging scene.
Journal of Biomedical Optics

contralateral control sites were imaged. Two patients were
imaged at the Shriners Hospital for Children in Boston, which
specializes in pediatric burn care. The first patient,a two year-old
black American boy, had suffered a hot water burn. This patient
was evaluated on day six post-injury, and was imaged on the
same day. Five sites were imaged; one was considered by the
attending surgeon to be a deep burn site, three sites were
considered to be superficial burns, and one site was imaged as
a contralateral control. The deep burn site received a skin graft
on the day of evaluation. The second study patient was an 11
year-old white American boy whose clothing caught fire. This
patient was clinically evaluated on day four post-injury and
imaged with PS-OCT on the same day. Ten sites were imaged;
five considered by the attending surgeon to be superficial burns
and five contralateral controls.

3

Results

We first compared PS-OCT images of a deep burn, superficial
burn, and contralateral control of the superficial burn of the
first patient (Fig. 2). A 3D reconstructed image and three representative cross-sectional images in the x-z plane at different y
locations are shown. Conventional intensity images are shown
alongside the corresponding PS images. Intensity images of the
contralateral control [Fig. 2(a) and 2(b), Video 1] show the typical
layered structure of healthy skin comprising the epithelium and
dermis, and some vasculature. PS images of the control show horizontal black-white banding patterns in the cross-sectional images
[Fig. 2(b), right], indicating the presence of birefringence. The
magnitude of tissue birefringence is proportional to the rate of
change in the banding pattern: a rapid change in the accumulated
phase retardation with depth indicates high birefringence. A second white band appearing at increased depth relative to the first
white band in Fig. 2(b) (right), indicated by arrows, is an artifact:
an aliased image of the strongly reflecting surface. Therefore,
intensity and phase information lower than the second white
band was excluded from subsequent analysis.
Intensity images of the superficial burn [Fig. 2(c) and 2(d),
Video 2] show a typical layered skin structure [Fig. 2(d), left] as
the contralateral control, and more apparent vasculature than the
control. PS images of the superficial burn display reduced birefringence compared to the contralateral control [Fig. 2(d), right],
consistent with previous animal and ex vivo human studies.20,21
Intensity images of the deep burn [Fig. 2(e) and 2(f), Video 3]
reveal loss of the layered skin structure, which remained evident
in the superficial burn. Tissue vasculature of the deep burn is
much less visible than the superficial burn. PS images of the
deep burn show much smaller birefringence compared to the
superficial burn.
In addition to these qualitative descriptors, tissue birefringence was quantified. Birefringence was measured as the initial
slope of accumulated phase retardation with depth into the tissue, consistent with previous analyses.20,21 Out of 3D data set,
birefringence of individual cross-sectional images was analyzed:
ranges of valid depth-scans were manually selected in the crosssectional image based on the criteria that the tissue surface was
correctly located and signal was not saturated. These valid depth
scans were averaged to yield the accumulated phase retardation
of cross-sectional image. The accumulated phase retardation of
3D data set was obtained by calculating the average and standard deviation of those of individual cross-sectional images. The
accumulated phase retardations of the superficial burn, its
contralateral control, and the deep burn of the first patient
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Fig. 2 (a & b) PS-OCT images of the contralateral control of a superficial burn (Video 1, QuickTime, 3.0 MB), [http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.JBO.17.6
.066012.1] (c & d) the superficial burn (Video 2, QuickTime, 3.2 MB), [http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.JBO.17.6.066012.2] (e & f) and a deep burn (Video 3,
QuickTime, 2.5 MB) [http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.JBO.17.6.066012.3] respectively. A 3D reconstructed image and 3 cross-sectional images are shown in
each case, and each PS-OCT image shows an intensity image (left) and PS image (right). The scale bar is 2 mm.

are shown in Fig. 3. These accumulated phase retardation curves
were not discrete, due to the averaging process of 3D data sets,
which had large spatial variations. The initial slope of the
accumulated phase retardation was calculated by selecting an
initial linear region manually and by applying a weighted linear
least square fit to the region. Initial flat regions of the accumulated phase retardation in both control and superficial burns
were due to the presence of epithelium. However, an initial
bumpy and flat region in the deep burn was due to the variation
of surface finding, and was discarded in the selection of
the initial linear region. Calculated initial slope values were
Journal of Biomedical Optics

0.73  0.03 deg ∕μm, 0.43  0.04 deg ∕μm, and 0.17
0.03 deg ∕μm for the contralateral control, superficial burn,
and deep burn of the first patient respectively (Fig. 3). The
measured decrease in birefringence of the superficial burn was
significant compared to that of the contralateral control. The
deep burn showed smaller birefringence compared to the superficial burn. Superficial burn sites in the second patient were analyzed in the same way: measured initial slopes of the superficial
burn/contralateral control sites were 0.26∕0.37, 0.31∕0.45, and
0.26∕0.33 on averages for valid three cases with the standard
deviation of less than 0.04. Their unit was degree∕μm.
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burns, such as the presence of layered tissue structure and
decrease of birefringence relative to the control, were consistently observed in all cases.

4

Fig. 3 Accumulated phase retardation with depth of the cases shown in
Fig. 2. The error bars are standard deviations of the accumulated phase
retardations of cross-sectional images.

PS-OCT images at the superficial burn sites in the first
patient showed an additional feature in the vasculature, which
may be useful in distinguishing burns of different severities.
In order to check whether this feature was consistent in other
burn cases, we also investigated superficial burn sites from
the second patient (Fig. 4). One representative superficial
burn and its contralateral control are shown in Fig. 4(a)–4(c),
Video 4, and 4(d)–4(f), Video 5, respectively. The superficial
burn [Fig. 4(b) and 4(c)] shows more visible vasculature compared to the contralateral control site [Fig. 4(e) and 4(f)] in both
cross-sectional and en-face intensity images. The contralateral
control [Fig. 4(e) and 4(f)] shows regular vascular structures
that are small in the superficial dermis, becoming larger with
depth. In contrast, the superficial burn shows vasculature
extending from the superficial dermis without much size change
with depth [Fig. 4(b) and 4(c)]. This change of vasculature in the
superficial burn may be due to dilation, which needs to be
verified with further experiments. Other features of superficial

Discussion

Volumetric PS-OCT images of burn patient skin were acquired
in vivo. These data allowed qualitative and quantitative evaluation of tissue structure, vasculature, and birefringence of human
skin following deep and superficial burn injury. Superficial and
deep burns exhibited qualitative differences in structure, vasculature, and birefringence. Superficial burns were characterized
by the appearance of typical layered skin structure and more
visible vasculature, with reduced birefringence compared to
contralateral controls. The deep burn was characterized by
the loss of layered structure, minimal vasculature, and significantly smaller birefringence relative to superficial burns. 3D
PS-OCT imaging generated cross-sectional (x-z) and en-face
(x-y) views, providing complementary insights into the spatial
distribution of the tissue structure, vasculature, and birefringence, which may prove useful in the characterization of
burn severity.
In current practice, patients with small burns are admitted to
the hospital and treated with topical care for a few days until it is
clear if surgery is needed or not. This delay of decision is related
to the fact that burn depth is very often unclear initially; after a
few days physical inspection is more reliable than it is initially.
If this question (“will the wound heal without surgery?”) can be
answered earlier with the use of this technique, many hospital
days and a great deal of money would be saved.
In this study, we could image only two pediatric patients
due to difficulties in patient recruiting. Therefore, this study
sufficed to show the potential of PS-OCT in burn depth determination of patients. Further study with more patients needs to
be done to validate findings of this study in general burn cases.
Nevertheless, this study presents the first data in human subjects
and supports the hypothesis that the structural and functional
imaging capabilities of PS-OCT may yield a non-invasive,
quantitative method for analysis of burn injuries.

Fig. 4 (a–c) Characterization of a superficial burn case of the second patient (Video 4, QuickTime, 2.6 MB) [http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.JBO.17.6
.066012.4] in comparison with (d–f) its collateral control (Video 5, QuickTime, 3.5 MB). [http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.JBO.17.6.066012.5] Each
case shows a 3D reconstructed image, 3 cross-sectional intensity images in the x-z plane, and an en-face image at the superficial dermal layer
in the x-y plane. The scale bar is 2 mm.
Journal of Biomedical Optics
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